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Abstract

The objective of this paper is audio-visual synchronisation of general videos ‘in the wild’. For such videos, the events that may be harnessed for synchronisation cues may be spatially small and may occur only infrequently during a many seconds-long video clip, i.e. the synchronisation signal is ‘sparse in space and time’. This contrasts with the case of synchronising videos of talking heads, where audio-visual correspondence is dense in both time and space.

We make four contributions: (i) in order to handle longer temporal sequences required for sparse synchronisation signals, we design a multi-modal transformer model that employs ‘selectors’ to distil the long audio and visual streams into small sequences that are then used to predict the temporal offset between streams. (ii) We identify artefacts that can arise from the compression codecs used for audio and video and can be used by audio-visual models in training to artificially solve the synchronisation task. (iii) We curate a dataset with only sparse in time and space synchronisation signals; and (iv) the effectiveness of the proposed model is shown on both dense and sparse datasets quantitatively and qualitatively. Project page: v-iashin.github.io/SparseSync

1 Introduction

Audio-visual synchronisation is the task of determining the temporal offset between the audio (sound) and visual (image) streams in a video. In recent literature, this task has been explored by exploiting strong correlations between the audio and visual streams, e.g. in human speech [1, 9, 21] and playing instruments [10, 22], to provide a training signal for deep neural networks. In such scenarios, effective signals for synchronisation can be discovered between the lip or body movements and audio at almost every second. Despite the tremendous success achieved by these methods, for the most part, existing models are still limited to specialised domains, and not directly applicable to general (non-face, non-music) classes.
Figure 1: Audio-visual synchronisation requires a model to relate changes in the visual and audio streams. Open-domain videos often have a small visual indication, i.e. sparse in space. Moreover, cues may be intermittent and scattered, i.e. sparse across time, e.g. a lion only roars once during a video clip. This differs from a tight face crop of a speaker where cues are dense in space and time.

Our goal in this paper is to develop the next-generation audio-visual (AV) synchroniser. Rather than focusing on a specialised domain, such as human speech, we explore architectures for AV synchronisation for videos of general thematic content, e.g. daily videos and live sports. A solution for this task would be extremely useful for a number of applications that improve a user’s viewing experience – in order to avoid or at least automatically detect AV synchronisation offsets. Applications such as video conferencing, television broadcasts, and video editing, are currently largely done by ‘off-line’ measurements or heavy manual processing.

However, upgrading the existing audio-visual synchronisation systems to general videos is not straightforward, due to the following challenges: (i) in general videos, the synchronisation signal is often sparse and instantaneous in time, (a lion roaring or a tennis volley), rather than dense in time (a recorded monologue); (ii) objects that emit sounds can vary in size or appear in the distance making their presence on the frame small or sparse in space (a ball being hit in tennis), whereas synchronisation of a talking-head video may rely on visual cues from the localised mouth region, i.e. dense in space; (iii) some sound sources do not have a useful visual signal for synchronisation, e.g. stationary sounds (a car engine or electric trimmer), ambient sounds (wind, water, crowds, or traffic), and off-screen distractors (commentary track or advertisements); (iv) video encoding algorithms compress unperceived redundancy of a signal, this, however, can introduce artefacts that may lead to a trivial solution when training for audio-visual synchronisation; lastly, (v) due to its challenging nature, a public benchmark to measure progress has not yet been established.

In this paper, (i) we introduce a novel multi-modal transformer architecture, SparseSelector, that can digest long videos with linear scaling complexity with respect to the number of input tokens, and predict the temporal offset between the audio and visual streams. We achieve this by using a set of learnable queries to select informative signals from the ‘sparse’ video events across a wide time span. (ii) We show that for specific common audio and visual coding standards, a model can detect compression artefacts during training. We present a few simple indicators to determine if a model has learnt using these artefacts, as well as suggest several ways to mitigate the problem. Specifically, for the RGB stream, we recommend avoiding the MPEG-4 Part 2 codec, as well as reducing the sampling rate for audio. (iii) Additionally, to measure the progress of audio-visual synchronisation on general thematic content, we curate a subset of VGGSound with ‘sparse’ audio-visual correspondence called VGGSound-Sparse. We validate the effectiveness of the new model with thorough experiments on the existing lip reading benchmark (LRS3) and natural videos from VGGSound-Sparse and demonstrate state-of-the-art performance.
2 Related Work

Audio-visual synchronisation. During the pre-deep-learning era, the audio-visual human face synchronisation models relied on manually crafted features and statistical models [16, 27]. With the advent of deep learning, [9] introduced a two-stream architecture that was trained in a self-supervised manner using a binary contrastive loss. Later improvements were brought by multi-way contrastive training [10], and Dynamic Time Warping [24] used by [14]. Khosravan et al. [20] demonstrated the benefits of spatio-temporal attention and Kim et al. [21] employed a cross-modal embedding matrix to predict the offset for synchronisation. The progress was followed by [18] who introduced an architecture called VoCaLiST with three transformer decoders [29]: two that cross-attend individual modalities and a third that fuses the outputs of the first two. These methods achieve impressive performance but focus on human speech rather than open-domain videos.

Although audio-visual synchronisation of general classes is a novel task, a few promising attempts have been made. In particular, Casanovas et al. [5] studied a handful of different scenes captured from a set of cameras. More recently, Chen et al. [7] adapted the transformer architecture and used a subset of VGGSound [6] covering 160 classes. In contrast to prior work, we focus on more challenging classes that have ‘sparse’ rather than ‘dense’ synchronisation signals.

Video coding artefacts. Since the early work of Doersch et al. on self-supervision [12], it has been known that network training can find shortcuts. Similarly, shortcuts due to video editing and coding artefacts have been noted in Wei et al. [30] and Arandjelović et al. [3]. In particular, [30] tackled the arrow-of-time in videos and studied artificial cues caused by black regions on video frames. While [3] noticed a slight impact of MPEG-encoding on audio-visual correspondence training and attributed it to the way negative samples are picked with respect to the start time of a positive sample. In this work, we study the ways to easily spot that the data contains artificial signals, as well as provide a few recommendations on how to prevent leaking such artefacts into data.

3 SparseSelector: an Audio-visual Synchronisation Model

In this section, we describe our audio-visual synchronisation model, where the audio-visual correspondence may only be available at sparse events in the ‘in the wild’ videos. This requires the model to handle longer video clips so that there is a high probability that a synchronisation event will occur. To this end, we propose SparseSelector, a transformer-based architecture that enables the processing of long videos with linear complexity with respect to the duration of a video clip. It achieves this by ‘compressing’ the audio and visual input tokens into two small sets of learnable selectors. These selectors form an input to a transformer which predicts the temporal offset between the audio and visual streams.

Architecture overview. The overview of the model is shown in Fig. 2. Given an audio spectrogram \( A \in \mathbb{R}^{H_a \times W_a \times 1} \) (\( H_a, W_a \) are frequency and time dimensions) and a stack of RGB frames \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{T_v \times H_v \times W_v \times 3} \), the audio-visual synchronisation model outputs the offset \( \Delta \) between audio (\( A \)) and visual (\( V \)) streams:

\[
\Delta = \Phi_{\text{Sync}}\left(\Phi_{A-\text{Sel}}(\Phi_{A-\text{Feat}}(A)), \Phi_{V-\text{Sel}}(\Phi_{V-\text{Feat}}(V))\right).
\] (1)
Figure 2: An overview of SparseSelector. The input is a spectrogram of the audio waveform and RGB frames from the video stream. These are passed through corresponding feature extractors, and the resulting features are refined with trainable selectors that ‘pick’ useful cues for synchronisation. As a result, the synchronisation transformer operates on substantially shorter sequences than the original input. The visual and audio selector queries are concatenated with classification (CLS) and separation tokens (MOD) as input to the transformer. Finally, the CLS token of the transformer output is used to predict the audio offset using a linear classification head. RGB frames are zoomed-in for visualisation purposes. The model is trained by offsetting the audio spectrogram. Dashed lines illustrate train-time behaviour.

First, audio and visual streams are independently encoded in feature extraction modules $\Phi_{A/V-Feat}$. Next, trainable selectors are passed to Feature Selectors ($\Phi_{A/V-Sel}$) along with the encoded features where they ‘summarise’ informative signals from the features that contain ‘sparse’ information across time and space. Finally, the selectors are used in Synchronisation Transformer ($\Phi_{Sync}$) to predict the temporal offset $\Delta$ between audio and visual streams.

**Feature encoding.** Audio & visual inputs are encoded in spatio-temporal feature extractors:

$$a = \Phi_{A-Feat}(A) \in \mathbb{R}^{h_a \times w_a \times d_a}, \quad v = \Phi_{V-Feat}(V) \in \mathbb{R}^{t_v \times h_v \times w_v \times d_v},$$

where $t, h, w, d$ denote time, height, width and channel dimensions, respectively. For the audio backbone, we use a variant of ResNet18 [15], which we pre-train on VGGSound [6] for sound classification. As for the visual backbone, we adopt S3D [31] pre-trained for action recognition on Kinetics 400 [19]. Although the setting allows employing any visual recognition network, we found that training a synchronisation model with a frame-wise feature extractor was significantly more difficult.

**Feature Selectors.** To utilize sparsely occurring synchronisation cues, the model should be able to handle longer input sequences. Moreover, accurate synchronisation requires a higher visual frame rate than other video understanding tasks (e.g. action recognition), which further increases the input size. For this reason, drawing on the idea of trainable queries [4, 17, 32], we propose to use a small number of trainable ‘selectors’ that learn to attend to the most useful modality features for synchronisation and, thus, reducing sequence length.

The architecture of the Feature Selector is similar to the transformer decoder [29]. Specifically, we start by flattening audio and visual features into sequences $a \in \mathbb{R}^{h_a w_a d_a}$ and $v \in \mathbb{R}^{t_v h_v w_v d_v}$. After adding trainable positional encoding (PE) for each dimension, trainable selectors and modality features are passed to the separate Feature Selectors as follows:

$$\hat{q}_a = \Phi_{A-Sel}(a + \text{PE}_a, q_a + \text{PE}_{q_a}), \quad \hat{q}_v = \Phi_{V-Sel}(v + \text{PE}_v, q_v + \text{PE}_{q_v}),$$

where $q_a, q_a \in \mathbb{R}^{k_a d}$ and $q_v, q_v \in \mathbb{R}^{k_v d}$ while $k_{a/v}$ are the numbers of selectors.
Note that the selectors provide a ‘short summary’ of the context features through the cross-attention mechanism while making the memory footprint more manageable. The reduced memory requirement is a consequence of (a) casting the complexity from quadratic to linear w.r.t. the input length, and (b) setting \( k_v \ll t_v \cdot h_v \cdot w_v \) and \( k_a \ll h_a \cdot w_a \). The number of selectors \((k_v \text{ or } k_a)\) can be conveniently tweaked according to the memory budget.

**Audio-visual synchronisation transformer.** To fuse the audio-visual cues from individual selectors, we adopt the standard transformer encoder layers to jointly process them, and to predict the offset, i.e. relative temporal shift between audio and visual streams, as follows:

\[
\hat{\Delta} = \Phi_{\text{Sync}}([\text{CLS}; q_v; \text{MOD}; q_a])
\]  

(4)

Here we concatenate the visual-audio selectors with two learnable special tokens, namely the classification token \([\text{CLS}]\), and the modality token \([\text{MOD}]\) that separates the two modalities. The offset prediction is obtained by applying a linear prediction head on the first token of the output sequence (omitted from Eq. (1) and (4) for clarity).

**Training procedure.** We assume that the majority of videos in the public datasets are synchronised to a good extent. With this assumption, we can artificially create temporal offsets between audio and visual streams from a video. We formulate the audio-visual synchronisation as a classification task onto a set of offsets from a pre-defined temporal grid space as \([-2.0, -1.8, \ldots, 0.0, +0.2, \ldots, +2.0]\) sec. The step size is motivated by the ±0.2 sec human tolerance, where the ITU performed strictly controlled tests with expert viewers and found that the threshold for acceptability is −0.19 sec to +0.1 sec [25]. To train the model, we employ the cross-entropy loss. For our experiments, we randomly trim a 5-sec segment out of 9 seconds such that both audio and visual streams are within the 9-second clip to make inputs of the same size and avoid padding that could hint if the input is off-sync.

## 4 Avoiding Temporal Artefacts

In this section, we describe our discovery of trivial solutions for training audio-visual synchronisation, that is, the model is able to exploit the video compression artefacts, to infer the time stamp for the specific video clip. Additionally, we also detail a suite of techniques that allows us to probe the artefacts and provide some practical suggestions to avoid them.

### 4.1 Identifying Temporal Artefact Leakage

We present two ways of identifying the temporal artefact leakage. In particular, training to predict the start time of a temporal crop (discussed next) and tracking metrics with temporal tolerance (discussed in the supplementary material).

**Training to predict a video clip’s time stamp.** A synchronisation model should rely solely on temporal positions of conceptual cues instead of, what we call, temporal artefacts. To check if data is polluted with artefacts, we suggest training a model to predict the start time of a random trim of an available video clip as shown in Tab. 1, left. Of course, it should not be possible to determine the start time of the trim in the original clip from the trim itself, and a network trained for this task should achieve only chance performance. However, for some audio and video codecs, the performance is far higher indicating artefact leakage.

The start-time classifier is a simple feature extractor (ResNet18). It is trained on three variations of the MJPEG-AoT dataset [30] obtained from the Vimeo streaming service: original ProRes videos, and ProRes videos transcoded into either MPEG-4 Pt. 2 (aka. mpeg4)
Table 1: Commonly used coding standards may leak temporal artefacts – it is easy to test. **Left**: a simple architecture trained to classify the start of a trim from a 10s clip to a predefined 0.1 sec-step grid (here for RGB). **Right**: Accuracy comparison for RGB and audio stream codecs predicting the start of an RGB or audio trim. Metrics are accuracy at 1 and 5 on 50 classes. Chance performance is 2 and 10%. The higher accuracies indicate that an artefact is being used – see text for discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codec</th>
<th>Acc@1</th>
<th>Acc@5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 Part 2 (mpeg4)</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4 Part 10 (H.264)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProRes</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC @ 44100Hz</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC @ 22050Hz</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>74.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAC @ 16000Hz</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossless @ 22050Hz</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Preventing Temporal Artefact Leakage

**Avoiding MPEG-4 Part 2 in favour of H.264.** The algorithm that selects key-frames in MPEG-4 Part 2 (mpeg4) is less flexible than the one of H.264. In particular, ffmpeg, which is commonly used in practice, by default, encodes key frames every 12 frames. This means that each of the following 11 frames is merely a residual of the key frame and it is noticeable on the RGB stream (as we show in the supplementary). Such a temporal regularity can be picked up by a model and used to solve the task relying mostly on these artefacts. In contrast, each frame encoded by H.264 can reference up to 16 key-frames, which can be allocated more sparsely and their presence depends heavily on the scene rather than a rather strict interval as in MPEG-4 Pt. 2. This benefit is apparent when training a model to predict the start of a trim (see Tab. 1, top-right). A potential solution would be to avoid inter-frame codecs (mpeg4 and H.264) in favor of an intra-frame codec (e.g. MJPEG, ProRes). However, this is a strong requirement for research datasets because it requires avoiding YouTube which stores videos compressed with inter-frame codecs (H.264 or VP9, according to view count).

**Reducing audio sampling rate.** There is a substantial difference in the model’s ability to predict the start of a trim depending on the sampling rate of the audio track (Fig. 1, bottom-right). While the reason behind the temporal artefacts in AAC is unknown, we recommend avoiding higher sampling rates. In our experiments, we rely on a 16kHz sampling rate as it provides a reasonable trade-off between audio quality and the start prediction performance. Ultimately one would want to have a dataset with lossless audio tracks yet, again, it is a strong requirement for a dataset as it is commonly used by YouTube.
5 Experiments

Dense in time dataset. The dataset is Lip Reading Sentences (LRS3) \([\square]\) which is obtained from TED talks for many speakers. We use two variations of the dataset. The first employs strict rectangular face crop coordinates that are extended to make a square (‘dense in time and space’). The second variation consists of full-frame videos without cropping (‘spatially sparse and temporally dense’). The raw videos are obtained from YouTube with RGB (25fps, H.264) and audio (16kHz, AAC) streams and referred to as ‘LRS3-H264’ and ‘LRS3-H264 (“No face crop”)’. We utilise the pretrain subset and split video ids into 8:1:1 parts for train, validation, and test sets. Only videos longer than 9 sec are used to unify it with the sparse dataset (discussed next). In total, we use \(\sim 58k\) clips from \(\sim 4.8k\) videos.

Sparse in time dataset. The dataset uses VGGSound \([\square]\) which consists of 10s clips collected from YouTube for 309 sound classes. A subset of ‘temporally sparse’ classes is selected using the following procedure: 5–15 videos are randomly picked from each of the 309 VGGSound classes, and manually annotated as to whether audio-visual cues are only sparsely available. After this procedure, 12 classes are selected (~4%) or 6.5k and 0.6k videos in the train and test sets, respectively (for class names see Fig. 3). Next, the second round of manual verification of a different subset of 20 videos from each class determines if it is feasible to align the sound based on the visual content. It is observed that ~70% of these video clips are synchronisable. We refer to this dataset as VGGSound-Sparse.

Baseline. Drawing on architectural details proposed in \([\square]\), we design a baseline as a transformer decoder that uses audio features as queries and visual features as context (keys and values) to predict the offset. The audio features are pooled across the spectrogram frequency dimension and trained from scratch. Apart from that, the feature extractors resemble ours.

Offset grid. We define the synchronisation task as classifying the offset on a 21-class grid ranging from \(-2\) to \(+2\) seconds with the 0.2-sec step size, as explained in Sec. 3. This can be regarded as a more challenging variant of the sync/off-sync task that prior work solves. We also experiment with a simpler setting with only 3 offset classes \([-1, 0, +1]\], that test if a model could predict if one track either lags, is in sync, or is ahead of the other one.

Metrics. Considering the human off-sync perception tolerance, in our experiments, we mainly report the Top-1 Accuracy with a ±1 class of temporal tolerance (as described in Sec. 4.1). Note, that the training loss does not account for this tolerance. In the supplementary section, we additionally provide performance on accuracy without tolerance.

5.1 Results

Dense in time and space. Tab. 2 shows the comparison between the baseline and proposed architecture. As the task becomes more difficult (more sparse data or finer offset grid), we observe a larger gap between our model and the baseline. In particular, the baseline performs strongly on LRS3 (dense in time and space) in the setting with just three classes (98.4%). However, once the task gets more challenging, i.e. when training on finer offset shifts (21 class, 0.2 sec apart), the baseline performance deteriorates significantly (~89.8%). In contrast, the proposed model performs strongly even in the setting with finer offsets. This suggests that the proposed model is better suited for more challenging data tasks.
Dense-Dense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dense-Dense</th>
<th>Dense-Sparse</th>
<th>Sparse-Sparse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LRS3 (Face crop)</td>
<td>LRS3 (W/o face crop)</td>
<td>VGGSound-Sparse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 cls 21 cls</td>
<td>3 cls 21 cls</td>
<td>3 cls* 21 cls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVST&lt;sub&gt;dec&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>98.4 89.8</td>
<td>95.8 83.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>96.4 95.6</td>
<td>95.5 96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52.2 29.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60.3 44.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: The proposed model handles the increasing complexity of the setting and dataset better than the baseline while reaching a strong performance compared to the oracle. ‘Dense-Dense’ refers to the face-cropped speech videos (LRS3), ‘Dense-Sparse’ for spatially-sparse LRS3 (‘No face crop’), ‘Sparse-Sparse’ is reported on VGGSound-Sparse which is sparse in time and space, e.g. lion roars once during a clip. The synchronisation performance is measured in two settings: the 3-class with (−1, 0, +1) offsets given 5-sec clips, and 21 classes of offsets from −2.0 to +2.0 sec with 0.2-sec step size. The latter setting allows ±1 temporal class tolerance (±0.2 sec). *: oracle performance is 70%.

### Dense in time and sparse in space

A similar effect is observed on the dataset that is dense in time and sparse in space, i.e. LRS3 (No face crop). As both architectures drop their performance slightly on the 3-class setting after switching to a more difficult dataset, the drop is more significant for the baseline than for our model. Moreover, the baseline performance drops substantially in the 21-class setting (>6%), while our model performs strong.

### Sparse in time and space

Finally, the experiments on the VGGSound-Sparse reveal an even larger difference between the baseline method and our final model. For this experiment, we add additional data augmentation to mitigate overfitting. In particular, our model significantly outperforms the baseline showing the benefit of selectors on a more challenging dataset and setting. Ultimately, our model reaches 60% in the 3-class setting which is close to the oracle performance (∼70%: a human performance on 240 randomly picked videos), while achieving 44% in the 21-class setting. We report performance per class in Fig. 3.

### 5.2 Ablation Study

In Tab. 3 we provide results for an ablation study. The results are reported on the VGGSound-Sparse dataset with 21 offset classes. More results are provided in the supplementary.

### Feature selectors

The architecture with feature selectors outperforms the vanilla transformer showing the effectiveness of selectors in ‘compressing’ signals from the audio and visual features. Also, Fig. 4 shows a memory footprint comparison of the two, omitting the memory consumed by feature extractors that are the same. It is evident that memory demand grows rapidly with the input duration making it impossible to work with longer sequences and the transformer that inputs concatenated audio and visual streams.
Table 3: Results of the ablation study. The experiments are conducted on VGGSound-Sparse with 21 offset classes. Metric is Accuracy with ±1 class tolerance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selectors</th>
<th>Sync Model pre-trained on LRS3</th>
<th>Pre-trained Feature Extractors</th>
<th>Unfrozen Feature Extractors</th>
<th>Accuracy_{21}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>44.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-training on dense signals. Pre-training a model on LRS3 (‘No face crop’) is an essential part of the training procedure on VGGSound-Sparse: 44.3 vs. 12.1 (near chance performance). For this reason, we also pre-train the baseline architecture (see Tab. 2).

Pre-trained feature extractors. The initialisation of audio and visual feature extractors with pre-trained weights has a strong positive effect on model performance. To initialise our feature extractors, we use weights of S3D pre-trained on Kinetics 400 for action recognition and ResNet18 pre-trained sound classification on VGGSound. The initialisation not only improves the final performance (43.3 vs. 33.5 %) but also significantly speeds up training. We attribute this improvement to the fact that such initialisation allows the model to ‘skip’ learning of the generic low-layer features and focus on training for synchronisation.

Frozen feature extractors during training. Allowing the gradients to reach raw data pixels is useful for audio-visual synchronisation as it makes the model sensitive to the smallest variations in the signal which is useful for synchronisation. In particular, having feature extractors to be trainable significantly boosts the performance from 34 to above 43 %, and the difference is even more pronounced on LRS3 (‘No face crop’) – see supplementary material.

Attention visualisation. Fig. 5 shows examples from LRS3-H.264 (‘No Face Crop’) and VGGSound-Sparse. Specifically, the attention exhibits spatial locality as the selectors learned to attend to the features extracted from the mouth region as expected from a model trained on a speech dataset. For a more challenging and diverse dataset, VGGSound-Sparse, the model highlights important parts of the visual and audio streams. In particular, the model accounts for the hit of the second badminton player who is far away in the background or attends to
Table 4: Synchronisation accuracy improves with input length. We report results on two settings: with 3 offset classes (−1, 0, +1 sec) and 21 classes (±2.0 sec grid with 0.2-sec step size). The results are reported on the test subset and accuracy is used as the metric. The accuracy for the 21-class setting is reported with ±1 class tolerance. We use the same input lengths for pre-training, fine-tuning, and testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length (sec.)</th>
<th>3 classes</th>
<th>21 classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>59.4</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the axe during the chop, or the roaring mouth of the lion, yet these occur just once per video clip. Similarly, audio feature selectors point to specific parts of the spectrogram when the change occurs. More examples are provided in the supplementary material.

Input length. As the sparse synchronisation cues occur only occasionally within a video clip, processing shorter temporal crops decrease the chance of having sufficient cues for synchronisation, which, in turn, should decrease the performance. In Tab. 4, we show how performance varies with respect to the duration of input video clips. The results on the 3 and 21 offset classes illustrate the upward trend in model performance as the input duration extends. Note that the longer the inputs, the less unseen training data the model processes at each epoch. Specifically, a 10-second clip may be split into non-overlapping 3-second clips, which is not possible with clips longer than 5 seconds. Thus, this effect may undermine the current performance.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we study ‘in the wild’ videos that often have a synchronisation signal that is sparse in time. This requires a model to efficiently process longer input sequences as these synchronisation cues occur only rarely. To this end, we designed a transformer-based synchronisation model that has linear complexity with respect to the input length. This was made possible by using a small set of learnable ‘selectors’ that summarise long audio and visual features that are employed to solve the synchronisation task. To evaluate models in this challenging setup, we curate a dataset with only sparse events and train it on 5-second long clips. Finally, we discovered that compression artefacts caused by audio and video codecs might pose a threat to training for synchronisation, yet, as we show, these artefacts are easily identifiable and could be avoided to a certain extent.

Limitations. First, considering the complicated input-output relationship in the proposed model, it is challenging to determine which part of the input signal influences the output. Second, in this work, we considered signals that are ‘dense in time and space’, ‘dense in time but sparse in space’, and ‘sparse in time and space’. However, there is another interesting setting ‘sparse in time but dense in space’ yet it is not clear how to design such a dataset without making it ‘too artificial’. Third, despite showing strong performance on the proposed dataset, VGGSound-Sparse, there is still room for improvement.
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